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have always believed that a
square dance party was something
that people came to with the intenof having a good time, with other
like-minded people. I do not believe
it is place for the caller to show off how much he
knows by calling the latest, and/or most complicated
figures. The true "professional" sees the floor as a
unit and calls to the whole floor. Without picking the
needle up from the record being played, he can bring
the floor together again if and when it starts to disintegrate into groups of standing couples. He does not
call just for the pleasure of one set; he calls for the
enjoyment of all. True 3 he probably has a planned program in his mind when he enters the hall. But he can
adjust his program to fit the needs of the dancers on
that particular evening. Such callers are worth all the
money they can getj there are not too many of them in
the entire United States. They are the men who, early
in their career, set high ideals and standards for
themselves - and have continuously tried to keep to
those ideals and standards and, unobtrusively, hawe
tried to "bring the floor with them." They are the
true leaders of the square dance movement
I

-

Sincerely

Ralph

SQUARE DANCE
SIC
.".•'•;

Written exclusively for the;¥ORTHEBN JUNE3T

£y iMEia. MEIER
With "more and mere sqxiare dancers trying to get
into the art and profession of square dance calling and,
unfortunately, with most of them having very little experience in square dancing, it is discouraging that s«
very little t:.s3 > if any - is devoted to the technicalities of s'toa^e dance music a Just to, acquire the knowledge and to realize that the technique, the style, the
biiild-up and the harmony in general of square dance music consists of, is as of much importance to the caller
as is the knowledge and technique of square dance calling,,
disheartening to see and to
It- is very sad and
know that the majority of callers are not familiar with
any knowledge of square dansa music and, in many cases 9
are not very familiar with the technicalities of the
art of calling either; The caller relies on the beat of
the musjte onXy.» and as lsng as he can tap out the beat
with his foot- and how- many times does this tapped out
beat not even syncronize with the musical beat and thus
neither his calling (horrors) - he is -under the impression that tj^Us is all that is necessary; all that he
needs to know about square dance music
studj &n& familiarise
¥.q% only is it necessary to
oneself with "tui^ build-up and technique ot square dancs

music, but also to learn and know the rudimentary funde
mentals of theory and harmony in general e ijy doing so,
the caller will soon discover that through such knowledge he can, and is able to, avoid any wrong timing
and any wrong phrasing of the call. Therefore g it is of
the utmost importance to KNOW square dance musie, before
anyone starts to call professionally. History and background also should be taken into consideration of acquiring knowledge, because it is this theory and background which has developed Bquare dance music into what
it is today - or maybe I should say *what it should be
Whether this development - or progress (?) today 1 .
has taken a turn for the better or worse will always be
a very debateable question; it depends on how deep each
individual is rooted in the square dance movement.

There is no doubt about it that music
p^^lg&w
w ~ - >||§j
and dancing go parallel to each other and
o 0y
that square dancing and calling is depen_$>
dent on square dance music « However,
i£w\£r- -\
square dance music itself is in no
/$&£->; "~^X
way dependent ©n square dance
J
/'^tHV'C.IN'i'^vi
f^'I
h
calling. To somewhat summarize
V
xM^M©^^'
'"*/
the foregoing, one must ask this
V.
/ /
\ Jj
question: What is^ square dance mu%T
/
/
J
Vj
sic and why has this kind of music
"o ^
\^^s
this certain effect and charm? The
/ \~>'L{\ >&j^_J
character of square dance music, which A0^*^)is no doubt folk music, is something 0/^^}.^^ %
V* -""
beautiful and charming. It is music
,f"i'V,
'*~ '"
*
^''
:
which comes from the heart of the peopie connected with it. It is music which
has enhanced generation after generation, and it is music we have t© look up to whether we want t* or not.
This music does not only have the job of making people
want to dance in rhythm, dance in phrase, dance according
ly to the timing, but also has the job of telling callers
how to teach properly and eorrectly, and thus help
him to avoid any wrong doings in his endeavor to have
the dancers doing the most correct method in his teachof the sqxiare dance*
•
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•Regardless of fchs type spjid- name of ransie or 8 as
far as fc!sa(t goes, anything els3e it must haTe an origin
sozswhe^a and someplace a Oft an , or,s century of music develops and Improves the music of the next century o Out
of one fosra of nmsic another is developed; .the type of
It may "be
music has no. bearing on this development
classical c jazz- religious music,, operatic music s folk
music or ..what have you» Beethoven could not have composed his great symphonies without the influence of
Haydn, Mczar.t and others* Mozart could not have written'
his music ">7 ithcui the influence of Correll, Pur cell,
Bach and others. "'There would be no Wagner or Brahms
without a Beethoven r and nc Richard Stmuss and Mahler
without a Wagne? a This could go on and on and^, to realty exploit the subject;, it would be endless.
.
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Inasmuch as music is needed to dance to, (v v'-^
and the history of the dance goes back to an, .r*p?Vv' a>
ere, when mankind was jict even on this -Bad V-kJS^Y? ^r^'verse , one can deduct the theory that'
y^V\\ \\ 1/ \
'
"'\>^^
there also must have been music at th8,t
N
^v^p^ \
time. Amusing* but nevertheless trite V
were
which
facts
and
anecdotes
^t\
h,
historical
recorded by students, and authorities of myth
,'
and racial existence (anthropology) 9 tell us
and
'apes
times
-historical
pre
that even in
other-; humanlike animals were' "dancing" in
4
circles and lines. If that holds true, and
one just' can't dismiss sucn statements as utter
nonsense, then, folk dancing was already executed before
the creation of man- However, the question is: "What
kind- of music, and was there any music used for such
pre^mankind dancing?" 1 do' net know of any official er
authentic answer to such a question, but it is. very pes
si'ble and probable that there was "music" used which
was made with inarticulate noises and with a pronounced
rhythm" needed' for such dancing. 'The story alse gees that
'rhythm was the very first thing in the Universe even before the Creation. And, if you believe in G-od and "the
Bible, the entire Creation was based. on -the "rhythm" of
/
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the Universe,
It is
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extremely difficult to say when* where or
It is
hew square dance anisic as such really came into being*
In looking over the many compositions of the class!
cists c:f the 15th., 16th, and 17th centuries 8 we find
•many dance vt-u&es incorporated in such compositions, especially in the "suited which was e, very renowned and
popular type of composition at that particular tiss3
When we talk of the Irish "jig% we take it for granted
that this live?s.y dance tune is strictly Irish, Not
necessarily., The dance step is Irish a hut the music and
Irisb.r.
the dance tuns does not necessarily have to be
As far back as I can go in the history of any dance music of the continent e such composers as Johan Sebastian
Bach (1685 - 1750)? Couperin (1686 - 1735)? &luok (1714
Han1787); Albinoni (1671-1750); Pur cell (l659»l6S5l
del (1685-1759) s and too many more to mention hsre included the Signs (Jig)* a ^ the last movement in the
"suites' „ This gigue was later used by many other composers in some way or another*
This gigue was a very
lively dance tune in triple time (3/4, 6/Q 3/8, 6/4)
and many of the 6/8 movements are used with certain mod
erations in our traditional square dance music a Then
there is the "Allemaiide' , a German dance,
and this
dance tune was also used in the "suite* in 3/4 tins
However o this Allemande was so very flexible that it
often was nsed as the 1st movement or the next to the
Prelude in the "suite
and then it was written in 4/4
time. Other dance tunes from the "suite" wore Saterella
.
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Saranj*n&e (the slswe-si movss&ent).
/ -^
and Mostly placed before the a;i£aa. ^f/li ,/ ^
It is only natural that this
or anj other type of dance
^"7^^f^^' ^^^'2!^^'
music had a very great in.
msi\y^"/f'^S^S^'
C<No^'
x
fluenco on the formulating
of folk dance music, and
i4V'^^tt^5^?p/
thuo on square and contra eiu i'-'^T {^>i^/0;^\-$$:'s\
sic.
The parallel of the
'V^< \Cj'/
"f^^
dance and the music comes
'H^ r-^y^^. y
mere and mo^e into the fore—
t>
,4 /S^
y
/^'^'/fii'V/
VTO°>>
r
,
ground and ins popu7arity of
/
Beethoven and Mozart under
y vl ,o
f i
the title of Contra Ban
/$tf
3
^'
ces».
If you ar* famil
jff\
fctNr*.
iar with Eoe uneven s syftphonies, the last movement of his Broica
symphony has a very definite and distinct country dance
flavor. Another sympfiesy is the ?th of 3eethovea
and
this is called the .Dance Symphony"*,

^f^^^^^A^^^^..
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The most important significance is that all these
compositions e with only a few minor exceptions were
all composed in a r.epsatsd. S-measure phrase , and then,
as a 2nd theme 9 another repeated S-iaeasur© theme right
after the first one-, Thus., the sequence of the 32-iaeasure phrase was strictly adhered to„ Think whatever you
will about this 32«iaoasurs phrase (in the common square
dance music with a 2-/4 time it has 64 beats), it is one
of the moot important musical fuo.demerita.ls and it is
the essential musical law. and "basic to start the buildup of any tune or composition and, as far as that gsesj
even symphonic and cpera music is built up en the 8-mea.
sure phrase, theory and principle,
s

.

-to

be continued

Overheard on the dance floor
the ;.K3&VY fantastic V»
:
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Look at her-- tripping
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DDAY
by 3D MOODY

The question now arises « what !£ Traditional Dan-

cing?
To answer this one must
first find an acceptable
definition for Dancing,, Dictionaries describe it as'»
"Moving in time with the music' « Since the word Dancing
is the noun and the word Traditional the adjective that
modifies it 5 it would seem that moving in time with the
If we acknowledge tics
music is the paramount factor a
sort of dancing was
seme
we must also acknowledge that
Warn.
indulged is. almost before mankind began to talk?
music came into the picture it is alss a fe„ct that that
occurred before the written word was ever thought of
1

How Tradition could go back to those unrecorded
prehistoric times B but it is well apparrent that the &e
eepted definition applied by today : s generation is what
their Grandfather's did and goes back no further 3 Thus s
let us proceed from that point c
Many pages have been written telling us that our
not tos distant ancestors were enclothed in such raiment that toe active movements over somewhat long per
iods .of time were tiring. Especially to the ladies whss
they dressed up to attend some elegant social event. So
dance figures were tailored by the dancing masters of
those days to allow necessary rest periods in every
dance, while other couples were movingo

That is quits true and

tfca

Qroa-

dnlles and Contra dances were bo

s\

^^\^
i$^^V
,.

constructed, Nov;, sadly, whan the £g/f'=JsQ
uninitiated speak of (Tradition- (c^@)(jr$ T^XJ&O^S
al Dancing j that is all that
If ]\
MV^ *4
they think of. They have been
fcy
(rf^^P
sold a mental picture that all Tra- V^.
ditional Dancing done today is that \\
and that only. "Visiting couple
7 *'^"
M\V-p
l ~**
squares are cited as horrible ex^§g££3
amples. Nothing could be more wrong.
,v

l

3'

s

:

"'

Our grandfathers, in their quadrilles and contras
did some very tricky manoevering 8 but the dancing masters of those day3 tailored them, so that the before
mentioned rest periods fitted smoothly into the comsingle
It is a solid fact that not one
plete dance.
movement burlesqued lnt-> today s so-called Western
Style Dancing cannot be found la many of the old-time
dances ,
Only the non«deseriptive names now given to
these procedures are new-,. There are only so many things
that two couples facing each other can perform, and
that number does not exceed some twenty true basic move
ments at the eos^.
5

Today's dedicated callers, while having hewed very
solid paths in so-called Traditional Dancing, have never overlooked the noun 'Daneing , or its definition.
They have also recognised the adjective "Traditional' ,
though secondary.
By skillful re -choreographing along
with some skillful combining they have eliminated today's unnecessary rest periods. Now they offer the dancing public Modern .Vers ions of those Traditional Dances,
so marvel ously put together that folks drift smoothly
through each pattern in step with the music. They tend
to become permenent devotees rather than fanatics who
have to digest great gobs of frantic plunging and who,
after a couple of years, tend to toss in the sponge and
yel "Quits 8 .
?3

i?

1

Proud to be known as Modern Traditional Callers,
this devoted. group offer nothing old-fashioned. They do

Offer smooth dancing that has kept pace with our modern
times.
They are today the solid building blocks that
will make the foundation on which future Square Dancing
will be preserved*

NEWS
TE&NE3: To Paul & Gretel Dunsing, $
copy of "The Bail-Room Instructor" a

From Dave Fuller , Vt. comes the following information about fiddlers &
old-time music e "Northeast Fiddlers
Ass'n. Inco HFC # 3 Barre Vt. and
Bob Fuller, 7280 Cosgrain St. Montreal
10 , Quebec who gets out a newsletter on authentic country and old-time fiddling., Also, American Folk Musicians Ass'n* 2017 Norfolk Rd. Torrington, Conn c
5

fl

Conny & Marianne Tr.ylor lead folk dancing at the Camp
Hilltop weekend, May 30 „ 31 & June 1, 1969. The weekend
Center of Philadelphia
Is sponsored by the Folk Dance
Write to Mrs e Claire Cohen, 1359 r « Indian Creek Drive,
Phila Pa. 19151 for further information.
<'«

If you like "bluegrass music" you'll want to know abouS
a monthly magazine dedicated to the "furtherance of blue
grass music." "Bluegrass Unlimited", is available at
$^.00 yearly, from P e 0. Box l6ll p Wheat on 8 Md. 20902.

Dover Publications, 180 Varick St« ¥ a Y 9 has reprinted in
paperback Richard Chase *s " Singing Games and Playparty
Games " (formerly titled "Hullabaloo and Other Singing
Folk Games"), available for $1.00; Andrew Lang s " Fairy
Books", the Red,' Yellow, Violet, Blue, Green, and Brown,
and the " Ja-panese Fairy Book ",, selected and translated
by Yei Theodora Ozaki, the latter for $1.50 apiece.
s
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by B„ Av BOTZBT
In our day we are experiencing a tremendous revival of popular interest in American folklore, A ffdlk
^festival stands in a stretegic relation tc this movement
by reason of the fact that it helps to foster increased
participation in and appreciation of folk music and
dance, folk arts &nd traditions c One of the functions cf
a festival is to tr&ing together people from all walks
cf life to celebrate their "'commonness'' - the s eaeh in
all of xls and the 3 aI.l in each cf us - and to help
them understand the placl© cf folklore in presentday living and expression,
tt

,T

The folk festival movent 1 ** * n *^ e United States re
ceived its original impetus ffrom various Americanization movements and organization^ devoted to appreciating, exhibiting, and demonstrating the contributions
of the foreign-born to American culture* The festival
idea was partly a reaction against £ke melting pot theo

u
ry, substituting i;»ni ty~ in-divers ity for mere conformity
to a nana* Bet the emphasis was still largely on ^contributions® * As time went on r a shift in emphasis occur
red„ With the reduction of immigration^ the problem of
naturalization became less pressing than that of in^ercultural education, and. the need of promoting understanding among all groups s native as well as f©reiga-born s

as participants in a common, composite cultural heriAnd since folklore is at
cultural democracy*
tage
and expression and a way
group
behavior
a
form
of
once
and
relations
attitudes 5 it becomes
group
studying
of
understanding
for
promoting
instrument
important
an
among groups G
«=»

In a time of increasing standardization it becomes
an increasingly important function of a folk festival
to discover and keep a,live folk expressions that might
otherwise be lost* And in a country of such regional di
versity as ours, the balanced utilisation of regional
as well, as ethnic resources is vital to the enrichment
and fulfillment of American life and expression
It is not
enoughs however 3 for groups to come together simply to admire themselves and to respect ether
groups in the performance or demonstration of the manysided folk heritage of song s dance, story, craft , custom 9 and tradition*, Behind the lore is the way of life s
and we must understand the meaning and function of the
lore, both in its original and its transplanted setting
in relation to ways of living and looking at life

On the lecal level, where the folk expression is
rooted in the way of life, it is much easier for a folk
festival to retain its naturalness .and authenticity,,
On a national level a festival must find 3ome way of
compensating, perhaps in the cooperative expression and

12
oxehange on an. interregional scale, for what is lost in
the process of discolation.
In addition to using the
community to recruit local talent and material it must
use the latter to restore the sense of community that
is in danger of being lost - not only in the
festival
but in American life today

What takes place back stage and off stage is just
as important as what- takes place on stage. While the
festival is in progress 9 it might be worth while to get
trained folklorists to Interview and record the perform
ants .between perf ormaaeee • It might be even more usefua
socially, to get skilled group leaders to conduct group
conversation in which participants match memories ;.£a
regard to seasons, food. work 9 and crises in the life
of the individual in relation to the group. Q?hese conversations help them to understand their commonness and
their differences , remembering always, according to the
.Quaker saying that ?&% is **w not in thee that makes
thee valuable to me. w And to raiders tand these differences is not enough; we must also conquer them with understanding,
A folk festival must be mindful not only of
the* differences but of the changes e and of the folklore
In this connecof the present as well as of the past.
tion a folk festival might adopt as its creod the excellent credo of Sam Sskii.in his recording of S ongs of
Our Times; y Ihe day of the complete cultural isolation
of any community , especially in this country, is gone.
But- we -can
continue to sing these songs which; we love
and keep alive, not by -imitating another culture but
by recognizing the communication which that other culture is making to us and implement the songs with our
Old Mrs. Dusenbury
own communication to the future
from the Ozarks told a friend of mine that she once sot
j

-

-

<,

rj

cut to learn all the songs in the world but after a
while she had tc giTe up because people kept igking up
new ones* And the night have adde£,, eho-nglng cid sties,
Well 9 as long as these songs ehan^ and new ones cc-m©
along* they wj.ll remain alive and be sung whieh t^i'ter
alls is not an insignificant function for 'a folk song.
j

r

Ifnether we
like it or a,ot s the way we live and
feel and think affects these songs 8 and I suspect that
is the way it nas always been and this has bean a factor in keeping them alive o The sounds of cur timss get
into the singing of these songs in varying degrees and
makes them interesting to tc-day s listeners who might
find the style of the old times somewhat strange ? And
that is not to negate what we can learn from the old-ti
mors, such as helping us to know our plaoe in the long
stream of cultural tradition*
?

Whether a folk festival can accomplish this of and
by itself 3 without the help of educators and social sci
entists and humanists, whose .job it is to integrate the
past with the present f is open to question o A folk festivals-like a folklorist must enlist the co-operation
of all techniques and disciplines for the presentation
of socially and artistically satisfying examples and
same tims 2 in any
versions of folk expression
&% c
program of education or society? aimed at creating and
promoting understanding of our basic culture and
through it understanding in the national and world com
munity, the intelligent utilization of folklore 8 through
the folk festival^ must have a, place 9 and an important
oneo
'
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G-US

GRONOTD

Many years ago ? when we first started in the teach
ing and calling part of our square -dance movement, we_
attended many callers institutes in order to increase
our knowledge and to learn batter methods of teaching
and callings Three things were stressed; (l) timing and
phrasing, (2.) The art of sailing full use of your -equipcaller .and teacher"
Eterjf
ment, (3) and programming „
should have a thorough, knowledge of these-,
.••'

-:'•

The dictionary states that to dance means i r-7^
move the body, especially the feet, in rhythm to music".
In a two-step, a waits or a tango, the steps fit the
music exactly and if you are not in rhythm with the' music but are just doing a sequence f you feel awkward and
tired, However, if you are in complete rhythm with ttoB;
music 9 it is a graceful e^na. flowing movement and is not
tiring*

Timing and phrasing in square dance calling means
just thato
The call should fit the music 9 flow at an
even tempo and time should be allowed to execute the
proper number of steps required e As all calls lead the
dancers by two beats of music , this allows a smooth
flowing movement from one pattern to another without
In other words,; move or
running or steps and jerks.
step on the beat of the music and it is relaxing and

15

not tiring.
It should be a dance instead of a contest
between the caller and the people on the floor to see
which can finish first. When a record is speeded up it
not only changes the key of the miosis but is too fast a
It is doubtful if there are many people who can
tempo,,
move this fast and stay in rhythm with the music

/A
The second item covers the total lack of knowledge
among most callers in how to get the most out of their
All callers should take the trouble to
Vo&o sys terns*.
f?.nd out as much as possible about their equipments the
placement of speakers,, the level of the musie 3 and the
Also the
level of the voice in relation to the musie
proper use of a microphone - what is known as w Mike
technique"

There are a gjpod many speakers on the market today,
The best are closed back speakers but all closed back
speakers are not too good©
The M folded horn and the
H Itaal labyrinth* are normally considered the best e
The
some
sound column-, when it has good speakers in it„ can
times do a better job than the others, especially in a
hall with poor accoustics Afte? all it is just another;
type of closed back speaker , based on a very old principle •
It is not a cure-all for all sound problems
though. If you have to use extra speakers in halls hard
to cover, do take the trouble to find out how to hook
up speakers to match the impedance to. your set, A good
electronics man can teach you ail about it in about ten
minutes 9
3?

Many callers 9 when adjusting their controls,
However, the
change the sound of their natural voice »'
adjustment should be made in an- effort to make the
voice sound like your, natural talking voice • adding
treble will bring out the consonants a bit stronger and

16

make you better -understood in a hall that has acoustiec
problems
But taking out the highs (treble) in your
voice will never make it clearer. The adding or taking
away of a trace of the bass might make your voice richer in sound, but do not judge yourself.
Let your wife
tell you if it sounds like your natural speaking voice.
If it isn't, it will not be at its best for clarity.
Whatever you do make your voice sound like you. It will
be clearer.

A scratch filter should not be used as it takes
all of the drums and highs out of a record and sometimes make it sound mushy.
It is only intended to be
used with a very scratchy record, and that record
should be thrown away as it is no good when gone that
far.
Do not use bass in a record below normal adjustment as this causes reverberations in the hall and
makes it difficult hearing. Use all the music and still
have your voice penetrate well over it.
Step over to
your speakers at times and listen to your own voice.
Some callers say they cannot stand their own voice. If
they cannot stand it how do you suppose the square dan
cers feel? So find out what your equipment can do, how
to adjust the controls and give the dancers the best
sound you can possibly attain/

Programming dees not mean only that you have set
down and planned your evening program dance by dar.ee,
but by the choice of material that you are calling.
Have you gone home after an evening of dancing feeling
that you have been doing the same dance all evening?
This is brought about when a caller uses nothing but
"sight calling' or "Invent a dance 8 system without previous planning. This is fine s but there should be inclu
ded some memorized pattern squares with definite pat
Through the use of equivalents 9 the patter can
terns o
be changed for the heads and sides. You do not have to
.

1

17
call the same thing over and over*
The evening should
consist of various patterns so that the dance? will
know that he is doing various things.
After all, variety is the s-pice of square dancingo
In an effort to create interest, too many are depending upon newer and newer unproved figures,, Most d?>n
cers like a certain amount of them but not a steady
diet s just to be firsteo* with the ne^ea^ a l^nj dancers.
have stated -uhat they get irked with putting tws or
three movements together and calling it by just one
name s when the caller couM call the same thing directional ly

A good singing call should have a good tune that
will make the dancers feel like humming or singing the
The words of the call should fit
tune as they dance.
the music so that it sounds like a song» All too often
we find a poor choice of singing calls usedo Ifc/ this I
mean we follow up a patter call that has been real fast
with a singing call that is primarily just another patter call.
Use singing calls that are timed well have
good music and good tunes and do not be afraid to turn
the music as high as you can without drowning out your
Make sure a
voice so the dancers can enjoy the music o
too many
are
dance.
There
singing call is pleasant to
eall
another
patter
that sound just like
&

Announcing the SPRING WEEEM OF DANCING with the Dun
sings at the Beautiful lake Geneva Campus of George Wil
liams College » Williams Bay, Wis.. May 9th to 11th 1969.
Further information from: Mrs Paul Dunsing, 721 Grant St
Downers Grove, 111* 60515
The Balkan Serenaded Recording Company, P»0» Box 103
North Tonawanda, NoY, 1^120., has recorded a "Continental
Toast" LP, which includes "Or© Se Vije - Kolc D, Cesto
Mi Dragi - Su Su Mile Kolo - Whits Ribbons - Kolo - Mlserlou - and Granada w . Cost $5.35 from their address
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BASICS

Of

AFRICAN
FOLK LORE

by A.L a C&MPA

The basic pattern of American Folklore is more cul
tural than gecgra/phie, Being an English speaking country, it is natural that the English pattern should underlie its other components despite the fact that both
the Indian and the Spanish antedate the English on this
continent. Long before the coming of the Europeans, the
Indian nations had a highly developed lore which served
them in their inter-tribal relations „ in their daily ac
The Spaniards in
tivities and in individual pursuits a
the 16th' Century allowed the conquered Indians to keep
much of their traditional lore and in many cases adapted for their own use anything that they found practical, so today, as an example, we find the folk foods of
the Southwest combining traditional elements of the Indian and the Spanish people. By the same token, the Indians adopted numerous Spanish cultural traits and prac
tices which are today part of the Southwestern Indian
heritage »
•

The English on th? Eastern shores brought with
them their songs, their beliefs and customs, handed
down from one generation to another and, as the frontier moved westward their folk customs went with them.
Eventually there was a meeting of the Spanish and English west of the Mississippi* The first reaction, naturally, was rejection en both sides but as they learned
to share their lives on the continent mutual influences
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modified both English and Spanish in the Southwest combining the lore of the vaquer© with that of the rising
cattleman to produce the modern fusion? the cowboy.
From traditional practices 9 songs 7 dances beliefs and
customs a arose the folklore pattern of the Southwest 9
Indian dances, a new sense of color P architectural design -» all these became incorporated into the culture
that we today call America.
B

=,

;>

If we are to consider the basic pattern of American folklore , we cannot afford to overlook these thres
components 9 intensified in the regions where they first
made contact with this continent In the East the pattern is more English;, in the land which once was paS^
of the Spanish Empire the pattern is more Spanish,, and
in the Indian settlements s more Indian* Other cultures
complement
from irany parts of the world have come to
the kaleidoscope of American folklore a giving us one of
the richest traditions of any country in the worl& c

Hews
ABE

The

KAIJECxSOItf memorial
record album is ready* This
welcome news to lovers of folk songs. a Black Is the
Color of My True Lome's Hair, The Keeper Of the Eddystone Light, A Wandering Hater Boy Ba Ua'Ava Babanot.
Roumania, Brother Can You Spare A Dime., Hi He Jorum
Big Rock Candy Mountain, Joshua Pit the Battle Of Jericho ^
These plus eleven more songs in a fifty-minute
program are in store for you. The 12-inch IP record can
be obtained for $5 5 plus 20^ mailing charge 9 by mail or
der to the Kanegson Record Fund, c/o Old Joe Clark. Inc.
32 layette St. Cambridge t Mass* 02139 Any profits "will
go into a trust for Abe s two young sons*

is

5

1

3

The Pinewoods Weekend this year will be held July 11-14
1969. Featuring English Country, Morris, Sword 9 American
Squares & Contras. Write to Boston Center, Country Dance
Society ? 3 Joy St. Boston 5 Mass, 02108
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Rooster
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by OBO. S0S3

All of us have heard the quip concerning the almost impossibility ox hiding coming daylight from a roo
ster. No matter how ycu shut him up the night "before
some tiny "bit of the rising sun will seep through a mi
mite crack in his pen. and light his crowing fuse*
How
true I
The elder the rooster the louder he can crow,
and
he refuses to stop regardless, Whan the door of his pen
struts out to greet his harem one "by one
is opened he
and in the frssh morning air he redoubles his crowing.
Everybody for miles around can hear him. la many areas
folks welcome this animated alarm clock which rouses
them from s lumber

Many ambitious young roosters, penned up for the
night, but with cracks in the walls of their pens saw,
not too long ago, what they believed was the rising sun
and set up a fantastic clamor in their pens 3 Then, as
they were super ambitious birds, they broke out of the
pens and proceeded to arouse whole neighborhoods from
restful' sleep* Sadly, it was still midnight. The light
they saw was merely the gasceous tail of a roving comet
hurling itself through the sky, shortly to fade into
the distance, leaving the night as black as before. Tor
tunately, some of the older roosters weren't fooled by
this.
They simply tucked their heads under the other
wing to rest and cogitate until real daylight came at
its appointed time.
The ambitious youngsters couldn't
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under stand why folks again closed their windows and
went back to sleep or why the day was so darned short*
They simply milled around in the deserted henyard in
one big quandry
e

At the proper time the smart old roosters came out
into the daylight and a not being all tired out c took
over the crowing business with a firm welcome from all
concernedIn square dancing there is an exact parallel to
this occurence » During the past 15 years the so-called
traditional callers have found themselves penned up in
the dark by -unknowing, arrogant D Jchnny«come-latelys
They were not fooled by the visit from the wandering
comet, nor did they tuck their heads under their wings
whenever they did get out to crew.
They took old time
dancing and mortised in pleasant musical changes and
movements properly timed and phrased to make it mors
interesting. They insisted on keeping it a relaxed di«»
version to be enjoyed after the hum-drtm of the day's
labors used in providing the necessaries of life

Today s the comet is fading rapidly as it passes
out of sight forever o
The old timers, sensing the true
sunrise through the cracks in the walls of the pen are
ready to come out and out crow their younger yearling
brothers who were sadly fooled by the invasion of our
outer space by a wanderer
Sometime in the near future the pen door will be
opened and hoards of frustrated dancers will hear and
welcome the unmuted crowing of those who stood fast
through the recent invasion of that unidentified flying
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object with the long flaming gaseous tail
by the astronomers to be a wandering comets

8

now proved

Those of the dancing public who haven t quit completely because of a lack of enthusiasm to welcome 59
lessons only to find that they are still in the kindergarten of dantastic movements misnamed "basics" though they are the base of nothing - will, in spite of
the warnings of desperate g uneducated callers become ex
posed to the daylight of comfortably timed dancingo
5

They will join in the praises of dancing, relaxed
and comfortable j prompted or called by a master c But
sad to state, there are too few of these masters. Call
ers created in the past few years firstly don't know
hew to present smooths velvety dancing and^ secondly,
are so shortsighted that they will resist and fight the
desires of the majority of dancers. They will refuse to
be re-educated so that they can present what the dancing public wants c They ars the ones fooled by the uncharted heavenly visitor
Thus,,, the
problem becomes- one of creating a new
crop of callers educated by those who recognized the
true sun and .steadfastly continued to improve and present dancing as a pastime to be enjoyed and not a contest between the dancers and caller. Educating and creat
ing a group of well versed callers takes time - six od
seven years at least, and not merely 10 lessons, so sadly the demand will exceed the supply in the very near fu
ture,
.

Anyone who thinks that this is a lot of hog-wash
has only to count the drop-outs in his particular locale to be convinced otherwise
"&* '* ,; r
;
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by GIB EDWARDS

A square dance caller is the

recognized leader of
community. Tig his
his
own
the square dance movement in
actions and his attitude square dancing can either ficu
rish and become a great community endeavor or it can.
die and his erstwhile dancers can return to their teleWithin his grasp lies the
vision sets and ^C-unsmoke" •
power tc make or break square dancings,
For a number of years we have seen square dancing
on the up swing around the country. Square dance classes by the
thousands have added more dancers t© our
ranks j then, suddenly s we stopped growing. Our classes
do not fill up any more and otir dancers are leaving us „
This article is designed to point out some of the
reasons for the back to the armchair movement among
square dancers, in the hope that in some small way we
can awaken the leaders by evaluating the pitfalls that
plague our favorite pastime

Today's world is a world of tensions. Square dancing was meant to relax people and relaxation is a weapon against tension. We have steadily made square dancing itself a tension*
Many of us took up dancing for
the purpose of relaxation and exercise but are dropping
out because of the confusion within our ranks. This con
fusion is caused by too many so-called "basics" and too
much rat race calling by the callers . We are not condem
ning high level dancing, Ve believe that it is fine for

Zl>

clubs that desjre tLat type of a dance.
However, this type vf dancing should be
r;
confined within the limits of the
that wants it It should not run oves
into our jamborees, our state and local conventions where all levels of dancers are present. Callers who call for
jamborees and conventions should realice that all dancers are not high level
dancers and calling high level to the
once-in-a-while dancer will confuse him and drive
him away from jamborees „ and possibly from square danAfter all, nobody likes to feel that the
cing itself a
caller is making fun of him.

B

We have all seen the occasion when two or more
callers get together and try to outdo each other with
their calling of new basics and high level dances. In
this type of competition there usually are no winners
and the losers are the dancers.
These people came to
the dance to have some fun* They paid their admittance
fee for this fun, and to stand in the middle of a confused and mixed up square all evening is just about as
much fun as kissing your own sister „ These callers are
not calling to the floor; they are calling for their
own amazement.
They are only inflating their own ego
and may God help the caller whose ego is mors important
to him than are his dancers e
If the Lord doesn t help
him nobody else willS
?

Have you ever put a few years old tape on a tape
recorder and listened to the calling and the daneu-3
that were danced from 5 to 10 years ago? Those were the
days when a beginner could take 15 easy lessons and
then go out to club dances and enjoy himself „ The danWe
ces were beautiful, smooth flowing and relaxed^
danthis
type of
built up the square dance movement on
Today, we are tearing down that which yesterday
cing.
we built up with such painstaking effort; so much blood,
sweat and tears.
The student of today, after kO to 50
lessons and a diploma, goes to a club dance and stands
all evening in the middle of a harrassed and muddled
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Musical Mixer Pan - $1.00
by Ray Olson

Swing Be lew » $1,50
by Ed Moody » A Book On The Contra

Danes..

Dancing Bask 'The Clock <« $l c 50
directions for 9^ Gld-Sisas Inglish Rounc Dances
Let's Create Sld-Tyme Dancing «• $3o25
by Ralph Sweet * A MUST bock for Serio-as calls*

Country Kitchen - >$i 75
favorite recipe'- of Mcnadnock Region cf ¥ H*

Hew Hazpshi^e Camp Pare - $l o 00
iravorits reoipss of

1I

:

E,,

Polk Dance Camps

COMPLETE YOUR EILE* OF HQRTH1RI JUK2B3S
WE HATE! MANY OP EHS BACK ISSUES © „50^ eash
Order any of the above material tromi

,

Ralph Page s 117 Washington. St 3 Keens, N«K

03^31

J)

NEW

£N£»l

AMD
P ESTIVA

ai3R

SILVER AMIVSRSAEY ESS

Tim

WILL ES THE

HEIST

EVESU

May 9 « 10 & II
High Schoel ? Uatick s Mass
-

14 different nationalities for dance exhibitions.
foods
9 different nationalities fc
2 puppet shows
6 exhibits displays
15 craftsmen at work
:

'i°

Extra halls for dancing Saturday afternoon and evening. ** one especially for beginners Friday night
.Ralph Page^ M«G« Saturday night

Admission? Adults $1,50^ children ,75$

Saturday is family day IOs'00 a m o to #s$0
Two sessions for the price of one J

peffio

YOU'LL Wl GLAD YOU DID1

$ii£$H

3&5&251

IQhZ AND SQU&BE DANCE E3C0RrS
of all oorTjvS-^ 'ee&v
anywhere in the world
Serving The Public Since 19^0

rOLE DANCE HODSI
108 ¥ 16th St,
lew York s N 9 Y e 10011

•

Michael Herman a Director
phone I~212~¥a 9-0644
Writs for catalog

mil

1**11

$£$H
PIAN NOW

..

IPO

SitSS

££$££

iSt&£

AffiEBHD

OUR AFUIZHL B.LL POLE: DANC53 GA!5»

MS2' HILL FARM, JS0Y 5 N*H,
r

Sept. 3 - 8 S 1969

Staff will includes MAD1LINN1 GM8NE
CCTY TAILOR

A1& P2XWANu¥8KI

DBS MXLLS&
RALPH PA3E

and others

Writs tos Ada Page 11? Washington St
for further information*
Good cabins - heated swimming pools
T3LL YOUR CRIMES

«-

Feeae, N & He 63^31

congenial campus

ths

thistle

A l&fi&Zma FOR SCOTTISH DANCERS
Descriptions « Background « History

Sample back-number on request

Quarterly $1»25 from 3513 J^raser St B Vancouver 10, B C C»
/////

/////

/////

/////

/////

///

The Canadian Folk Danes Record Service now carries full
lines pf »mU0B ISRAEL. ip 5 als$ Bert Everett s book TRADITIONAL CANADIAN DM CBS Write for thei* listings,
:

91

J

,

185 Spading Ave c Toronto 2B> Ontario 9 Canada

Copieo of old recipe books, the privately printed ones
gathered together by ladies*' Aid Groups Rebeokahs, or
Churches & Granges. AND effl. dance "& festival programs,
Convention Programs, Don't throw them away c Send th6m
project.
to Ke a
I collect them as a part of a research
ALSO - any oloU»tiine dance music for violin or full orch
est rat ions e Dance music only 8 please,.. Send to*
8

'

Ralph Page 9 11? Washington St.
ill

111

111

ill

Esene-,

ill

N e HV 03^31

ill

111

111

Conny Taylor, 62 dottier Ave. Lexington, Mass announTor more complete
ces a new FOLK DANCE RECORD SERVICE*
information 9 call him at TO 2 - 71^ °
1111

.1114

ins-

1111

iffl

2d

square. It is little wonder that he tears up his diploma and jumps out of the window©
The old prospector out in the mountains, when asked if he ever got lost, replied "Ho - never , but I nave
confused and worried for a week or ten days
"been feadly
Whether he was confused 9 worried or lost
at a time."
made very little difference in his case* In our case it
does make a difference,
¥e have worried and confused
our dancers for the past five years and we have lost
Let us return to sane calling
them in great numbers „
habits and keep our dancers and start to grow again*

Callers everywhere should meditate upon this situa
tion and should realize that sane calling can and will
turn the tide in our favor.
1% was Benjaman Franklin
who wisely suggested that if we did not hang together we would all hang separately

The Cornell Univ Polk Dancers will
hold their annual picnic at Stewart
Park Ithaca, N.Y. (rain or shine i)
Sunday, May 18, I969 o Further information from Connie Lambert, 30? Fairmont
Ave., Ithaca, K.T. 1^850.

Folk Tance Center of Philadelphia, Pa.
hold their Spring Camp May 30-31 & June 1
1969 at Hilltop with Conhy & Marianne Tay
lor leaders o Information from Mrs Claire
Cohen, 1359 West Indian Creek Drive, Phil
adelphia, Pa. 19151.
We are happy to announce the forming of a new folk dance
group which will hold classes at the YWC&, 36 Mt. Desert
St., Ear Harbor, Maine, every Friday evening, 7:30 Pom 3
The group will be led by Br . & Mrs. Dave Harrison from
the Jackson Lab in Bar Harbor. All are welcome.

Zb

Ileus
Special news from ITolk Dance House announcing a new set
of Balkan dance records recorded by the Macedonian Folk
Orchestra , Skopje. Dick Crura helped supervise the project and has prepared the instruction sheets that come
with the records Ask for* MS 3037 - Skudrinka.
Lesnoto
MH 3033 - Ciganeica.
PraYo Sopsko Qro
MH 3039' » Pajduska
Dracevka
MH 3040 - Povrateno
Ratevka
MH 30^1 - DeTetorka
Baba Gjrgja
ME 30^2 - Xcpacka
Crnogorka
Jedanestcrka
and
'

-

"

The following 2-reccrda p collected and recorded by Michel Cartier 5 in Bulgaria, available only on ME-Lp, are
now issued on both 73 & 45 RBI too:
Mouse (new record by Kaaa PetTrite Puti - Bulgaria
MH 3044 Zapojas ~ Bulgarian
Eamishitsa ~ Bulgarian

MH 3043 Siena

rovski)

The records are -unbreakable , come with directions.
45 RPM at $1,50
78 RPM at $1,75
Order frcms
Folk lance House
108 West l6th-St„
New York. Niti 10011
Postage & handling .50^
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Suggested music: what ever you
like. We like to use Miller *s
Reel, a Polkcra.ft recording,
Reel Ti-Jean, MB 505 B
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Couples 1, 4", 7, etc* active
Cross over before c"ance starts.
;

Right hand star once around with next couple
The same two ladies change places (this is HOT a ladies
chain)
Left hand star the other way back
Circle six hands once around with next couple
Ealance ©,nd swing the next one below
Same two couplas right and left four

This dance was put together by Rod Linnell in the fall
of 1965 > and first presented at Rod's weekend at East
Hill 3arm 9 Troy, N H
Ralph Page named it after getting thoroughly confused in locating the third couple
to circle six withl It is a triple minor double progression dance. The only one of its kind that we have
come across o The second progression of the dance the
active couple will start on "balance and swing the one
below",; the next progression the active couple starts
with "right hand star", etc» Have funJW

The 32nd Annual National Folk Pes tival
will be held Oct. 16, 17 & 18 1969 at the
Wau Stokely Athletics Canter, Unov. of

^

x^
V

Tenn. Enoxville.

toS e

,c

OS Byrne BeWitt s Sons,

j^^.

Y\\\^

^

f
1576
their
request
Tremont St. Boxbury, Mass. 02120 and
latest catalog of Irish records and music *
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MIITCT qiEDRILLE

As called by Rod LinnelX

Suggested musics Whatever you like* but it -would be
nice to use some Canadian tune since that was the type
that Rod used for it P but 8 let your conscience be your
guide I

Any introduction D break and ending you prefer.
Head two ladies chain to the right
Chain them just half way
Then all four ladies chain across and stay right over
there
The new head ladies chain to the right a the way you
did before
All four ladies grand chain „ and everybody^ home
All four gents star oj the left
Three-quarters round you go - to youS corner
Swing that corner lady boys-, swing her round and round
Take that corner lady and promenade the ringo

Sequences Heads twice ~ break - sides twice « ending

Rod called this dance for the first time at a dance in
Milton;, Nova Scotia for Roger Whynot s group. That accounts for the name ^Milton Quadrille® . It was intradu
ced at one of the Nova Scotia dance camps held at Crya
!

tal Cliffs, summer of 1962.

~>
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GOOD OLD I&YS
Recording: Smash 2010
Formation? There are several versions of this dance
The one given here is quite widespread and requires no
martners . Dancers fcrm in lines of two 3 three, or more
people standing side "by side. They arrange themselves the whole group - like the spokes of a wheel, all facing
ccl in a circle around the room..

Part 1 . Put L heel forward on the floor
Step in place on L foot
Put R heel forward
Step in place on R foot
With feet flat en the floor, spread both heels
outward, then bring together again. Repeat this
All walk forward 4 steps - L*R*L*R
Part 2« Charleston
Step on L foot in place
Touch R toe forward
Step on R foot in place
Touch L toe backward - Repeat all of Part 2
Part 3. Sash dancer turns alone in place (eith L or R)
with 8 strutting steps, clapping own hands on
the off-beat

Repeat entire dance
This may or may not be a true folk dance. We couldn't
care less I
It is fun to do and that's why we dance any
dance, isn't it? Don't hate a dance just because it is
It
new; and don't love a dance just because it is old.
takes more than age to make any dance good or bad.

b
fuitt slIjJL
THE BOSSQET

C0ION4ffiJ>'2£

A Gloucester fishermans song
V

H
a o

Come, all ye young sailormsn t listen to me,
I'll sing you a song of the fish of the sea
Cgoruss Then blow ye winds westerly, westerly "blow,
¥e re bound to the south f ard a so steady she goe<
:

the biggest of all;
sail fall.
every
He clumb up aloft and let
Chsrus o
back;
stri~ped
his
with
And next come the mack'rel
tack.
each
boarded
and
He hauled aft the sheets
Chorus
snout;
short
his
with
Then ccme the porpoise
He went to the wheel calling *Heady! About I
Oh, first come the whale

„
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„

Chorus „
of
all;
Then ccme the smelt, the smallest
M
B
He jumped to the poop and sung cut Topsail s haul
Chorus,
w
seas,
the
of
king
m
The herring come saying. I
M
If you want any wind, why, I'll blow you a breeze.
Chorus
?
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Next come the cod with his chuckle-head;
Ee went to the main- chains to heave at the lead.
Chorus
Last come the flounder as flat as the ground;
Says, "Damn your eyes, chuckle-head, mind how you sound"
Chonis e
me,
to
listen
sailormen,
young
all
ye
Come,
I Ye sung you a song of the fish of the sea*
Then blow ye winds westerly, westerly blow,
r
e re hound to the south'ard, so steady she goes I
6

1
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NEWS
The 22nd Annual Stockton Folk Dance Camp will be held
at the University of the Pacific > Stockton, Calif • July
This two-week eanp
27 -August 2; August 3 - 9 S 1969.
presenting identical programs each week, provides an un
equaled opportunity to study international folk dance
under recognised leaders from home and abroad. Further
information from Jack McEay, Director, Stockton Folk
Dance Camp, Univ. of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif 952C4
The New York Branch of the Royal Scottish Country Dance
Society holds its annual Spring Weekend at Holiday Hill,
Bawling, NoY* May 16 - 18.
More information by writing R.S.C.D.A. New York Branch, G.P.O. Box 79, N.Y H..T,
10001 as soon as possible.
THANES: To Tony Selisky "The Cokes bury Stunt Book" and
"Mountain idylls & Other Pcems„"

To Harriet Lapp, back issues of Northern Junket.

m
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THE FIDDLE BOOK, Mar i en Thede., 1967. Oak Publications,
Inc« New Y®rk N Y* l60 pp. 15 tunes B 3£ photographs.
LaCo #66-19062, $5.75*
If you play a fiddle* if you like western fiddle tunes,
you canned afford to be without this book© Even if you
d$ n^t particularly care for western-style fiddling you
cannot afford at least reading this book. In other
words s buy It, it s a great book about one of cur great
:

folk arts Q

Ninety percent of the times given here are ^discorded

59

.

In other words the fiddle strings are tuned to other
pitches than the traditional MU3* These tunings along
with an occasional loosening of the bow allows the fidMarion Thede
dler to obtain some fascinating effects,
described these tunings in detail o Bach tuns is giveni
its proper tuning.

Most of the 160 tunes given here are not familiar with
our Eastern fiddlers; they have not been ^^7rittGn down
before, and Marion Thede has done the world of traditional music a great service in doing so.
SINGING- SOUDIERS.
New York; Cbarles
John H. Niles
Scribner's Sons s 192? „ x # 171 pp» Reissued by Singing
Tree Press, Detroit, Mieh 3 19680 LoC, #68-26595<» $6<,0C.

Compiled over a period of seven years this collection
of 29 songs includes musical arrangements and aneo»

33
dotes of American Negro soldiers in World War 1. In a
new introduction, Leslie Shepard relates the achievements of the now illustrious folklorist and folk singer, John NileSe As a pilot in the War s Niles traveled
to practically every area occupied by American troops
Persistently tracking down authentic songs, he sought
out the "natural born singers who, prompted by hunger,
wounds, homesickness 9 and the reaction to so many generations of supression, sang the legend of the black
man."
The narrative framework in which the so^gs are presented recreates the "war situations which demanded that
such deep feelings be voiced. This "diary of war music"
includes examples of folk dialect , riddles, and proverbs.
The deep importance that the singers attached
to their son^s is sensitively explained through N ilea
account of the background of the songs, the particular
circumstances of war that caused them to be sung 3 and
the sentiments of those .who gave voice to their feelings.
Niles points out, that "the music of the Negro
(like all folk music) sprang from a vital need". His
authentic chronicle of the effects of war lucidly de«
picts the emotftons from which the songs arose c
*

COLONIAL DAYS IN OLD HSV YORK. Alice Morse Uarle. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1896. x # 312 pp. Reissu
ed by Singing Tree Press, Detroit, Mich. 1968. L.C*
#68-21767. $8.50.

Alice Morse 3arle is one of the most competent chroniclers of early days in America „. This book is a must for
all historically minded f olklorists . Once started, I
found it difficult to put down. The author depicts life
in New York from the rocking of the hooded cradle to
the lowering of the coffin, with its attendant feasting,
drinking, and giving of funeral rings, scarfs , and
gloves.
Although the area was called New Netherlands
for only fifty years, it remained a Dutch colony in
spirit even when under Snglish rule.
.

A

perceptive

historian, Alice Earle

discounts biased

3k
English

clergymen's reports of excessive wickedness of
the Diitcho
Perhaps the Puritans were jealous of such
Dutch activities as theatre going a drinking and horse
racing
The envy is understandable after reading this
colorful account of the fan»loving yet high-minded
Dutch people c

THE SCIpFQS OF FAIRY TALES. Edwin Sidney Hartland Lon
don. Walter Scott, If 91* viii # 372 ppo Reissued \>y the
Singing Tree Press Detroit, Mich, 1968* L.Co #68-3114-9.
$12 .75.
s

The purpose of author. Hart land was to exhibit e the application of the principles and methods which guide investigations into popular traditions.*
9
In the first two chapters 3 "The Art of SS?ory~Telling
and a Savage Ideas
Hartland renders the premises and
principles which he applies e
Fairy tales are broken
down into two classes; stories which relate to definite
supernatural beings 06 oand the scenes of which are usual
ly laid in some specified locality? In some eases concerning historical and not necessarily supernatural heroes s these stories ars called Sagas' .„
In the second
class are placed those "tales told simply for amusement"
with the only requirement being that they have a happy
ending^ these te.les are unconcerned with history or
probability.
£l
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Hartland's application of the scientific method involves peeling off those accretions which age and different forms and stages of civilisation lefts In the pro-cess, a number of the most prevalent traditionary tales
are reduced to their primitive elements which were
found to be very similar t The conclusions are that the
tales were net propagated from a single center but from
"ideas familiar to savages everywhere and only slowly
modified and transformed. n
If you work with children
you will want and should have this book.
CHILDREN'S RHYMES, CHILDREN'S GAMES, CHILDREN »S SONGS,
CHILDREN S STORIES: Robert Fordo A Book for Bairns and
!
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Big Jolk, Second Edition ; Fa,islevl Alexander Gardner,
1904 a
Reissued by Singing Tree Press Detroit, Mich,
1968 L Co #69-.l6063 $8.50 .
s
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This collection is the result of Eo'bert Ford s pion&er
efforts in gathering the natural literature of fchs e&ll
drsn of Scotland The frank and original nature of chil
dren's wit is exhibited in tales, rhymes and' .••sayings
The following spontaneous answers to teachers' questions d-isplay a fresh hones ty s Asked for the meaning- of
faith & one thoughtful youth responded., ''IF&itl: is the
'faculty which enables us to believe things that we know
Another innocent bairn defined a lie
to be not tru3p
as "an abomination in the eyes of the Lsrd s but a vorj'
present help in time of trouble a n
s

D
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In selecting nis material , Ford stressed authenticity
The bock opens with a detailed cc.3t«ar,A wide coverage.:.
mertary on nursery rhymes, It is replete with examples
and notes en ccuntin^-out rhymes from Scotland and o<;h
er areas „ Followed by two chapters on anecdotes 1 "Children's Hum cur and Qnaint Sayings- and Schoolroom Facts
and Fancies „ K I found these two chapters the most inter
esting parts of the bcck a The final chapter deals vi%h
stories verbatim from rare chapbooks and includes sudS
favorites as "Blue Beard", "Cinderella", and a The Sleep
ix>g Beaut y e "

School teachers and baby-sitters should find the cook a
life saver
«,

v./
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The following items are from the pages of The Co ld River Journal a weeklj; newspaper published for some forty years in Cheshire County. N»H during the last years
of the 19th and early years of the 20th centuries*
,

2/l/39 Clareinonts- The annual concert and ball of ftajgle
Hose C&o Ko.o I'g will be given at the town hall nest
Tuesday evening, and we doubt not will be well patronized. It is expected that firemen will be present from
Concord^ Newport, Keene Bellows Jails and Springfield,
furnished by Reeves J American Orchestra
itfasic will be
of Providence,. 1 L> pieces,, and Mr* Beeves guarantees to
give the finest orchestral concert ever given in Claremont*
T?om the fact that his orchestra is larger than
any previously heard in town and its recognized excellences he will no doubt fulfill his promise, DcA Reeve
Director; D D 6 Phillips, Leader; A. lTourse s Prompter

3/l/89 Claremonts- 'There was a Masonic ba.ll at the town
hall Friday evening, gotten up by Sullivan Commandery
in aid of the Masonic Orphans Home at Manchester*. The
ball was not well managed and proved to be a failure c
Decorations were simple. J0$£h"5 members of the Germania
Band of Boston furnished music? giving a fair concert
before the ball opened.
There were 38 couples in the
grand march, which was led "bj C-eorge Ac Briggs and Mrs.
Hosea V > Parker The masons v/ore their regalia s but the
toilets of the ladies were not elaborate » The ball had
its
pleasant features a but was a failure financially,
it being currently reported that the expenses were $53
or 060 more than the receipts a
1
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2/8/89 Cornish;- The opening ball at ^-mpshire House
hall, Cornish Hat, Friday evening Jan, 25 was veil
attended and a very enjoyable affair.
Good music by
Straw s Orchestra of Clarsmont, assisted by Mr, EstfctsS:
son cornetist of Newport 8 and an excellent supper fcit'n
attractively spread tables, was seived by the proprietor, 33. "Burrett Holden.
,

9

1
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Local 3Jotess« The ladies of the Universaiist society
held their annual festival last Thursday evening with
very successful results financially, as the net receipts were over $150 »
About 80 couples enjoyed the
dance •»
_

Claremont- Kis ball of the Sagle Eose Co., cams off
The attendance
last evening and was very successful,
tested the capacity of the ha.ll in spite of the bad wea
ther, and everybody vas delighted with the concert hy
Reeves' American Orchestra. A f;ood number were present
from out of town.
Mr* and Mrs, James S, Crowther lei
the grand march,, in which some 60 couples took part e
Doubtless there were 100 couples on the floor during
the evening

2/l5/89 Charles towns- A grand inauguration ball will be
given here on the evening of March ^th. Biaisdell's Orchestra of 10 pieces will furnish music and all arrange
ments will be on an elaborate scale,,

Unity?- There is to be a social party at the town hall
Thursday evening, Jebo 21st * Everybody is invited and
everyone is to bring their own refreshments . Good music
will be furnished.

East Unity;- A very pleasant gathering occurred at the
dwelling house of Mr* and Mrs. C*A» Newton on the evennotwithstanding the severe cold
ing of the 6th inst,

38
night* at an early Lour the house was well filled with
a -very lively company*
At the propel? time supper was
announced and done ample .justice to* During the supper
hour songs were rendered by K a JV Clmstead, Miss Bertha
Hussell and Mrs. Cd 5 Dodge, Music for dancing was furnished "oy William Barter assisted bjr Mr H«JP» Olmstead

£0

1

2/22/89 Charles towns- A grand 'inauguration tall,, "srhflsh
it is expected will eclipse any similar event in the
history of the Harrison administrations, will be give&
here on the evening of March ^„
Blaisdeil s orchestra
iu3«> Wing and a subof 10 pieces will furnish music*
:

committee of ladies, whose previous efforts in that direction have made Charles towsx ball suppers famous in
the past, 'will -have thai portion of the entertainment
in charged which, is 3, sufficient guarantee of the abundance and perfection of the menu*

Marlows- About 25 couples of Odd Fellows and Rebekha3
from Keene enjoyed a sleighride to the forest House on
The Cole was at his
Wednesday afternoon of last week*
best and spared no pains in locking after the welfare
of his guests o 'The supper was one of Mrs e Pett s best 3
and was heartily enjoyed by the company o After a social
dance in the evening the company „ at about 11 o clock
departed for home-, well pleased with their entertainment.
It was a fine party and we hope they will come
again
:

:
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Ball * las t Friday night
a credit tc the manafree from all rowdyism 9
gers and "company*"
It was
which we too often see at such gatherings B and everybody enjoyed themselves till into the small hours , dancing to the music of the Eeene Orchestra 8 of which we
cannot speak to& highly for they are one and all fine
musicians and perfect gentlemen 9 and trust we may have
the pleasure of having them here to play for dances cf
the future©
3 /l /89 Locals s » The
was in every manner-

a success and

:I
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3/8/89 Claremont - The benefit to the Claremont Ease
Ball Club, Friday evening, was a success f netting the
club $10^« Notwithstanding the expenses reached a fatal
$135. This result was largely due to the excellent esskaagemenf of Henry Malony. whc had general charge of the
arrangements.
There were very few vacant seats in the
gallery,, while the concert was in progress and settees
were in great demand on the floor „
The concert came
fully up to the expectations of the audience. Thomas Ms
Carthy^s piccolo solo "The Thrush being parti col arly
The floor was crowded with dancers and all had a
good
good time. The supper was creditable to the hotels- and
the whole affair was a gratifying success*
;

^/5/89 ^alpoles- There was a special train up from
Keone the 2?th, bringing about one hundred and twenty
five people to the Dinsmore House, where they had supper and dancing returning at one o'clock.
j

5/17/89 Claremont:- The Universalis t May party 8 Thursday evening was one of the pleasantest and most success
ful ever held by the society f as it was the most K dressy® a
The concert was very good, though not quite up to
standard
of former years, but the music for dancing
the
was entirely satisfactory* Over 100 floor tickets were
sold and the refreshment tables were well patronized©

«-»
10/4/89 Marlcw:- Quite extensive repairs are being made
on the Forest House.
The roof of the piazza has been
covered with tin, while the hall has been transformed
from a si lapidated one to one of beaut
The walls and
the plastering overhead have all been sheathed* The
arch has been painted light blue and the walls cherry c
The old seats are taken out, and settees w&ll be put in
and when all is complete, it will be a beautiful hall.
Col. Petts will dedicate h£te new hall?. by a Thanksgiving
ball on the evening of "Son. 2S e Music, Keene Orchestra.
Geo* Long, prompter

#
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12/6/89 South Acwori,hs- Notwithstanding the bad weather
several parties from this section attended the Thanksgiving Ball at Col* Pett's at Marlow, and spent a verypleasant time. The latter like the former was unavoidable I

12/20/89 Local Notes;- W S Hancock Post No. 9, GJUR.
will give a New Years and first annual Grand Army Ball
on Tuesday evening, Dec. 31» at Hotel Alstead. with
Keene orchestra (formerly known as 2nd RegH Band) six
pieces, WJl. Barrington, leader, and Geo* Long, prompter,
Landlord Chapin will furnish the supper, which
guarantees their excellences No more popular resort is
known in this section, for a grand ball, and excellent
enjoyment. Prices will be, hall tickets, $1; supper 5C
The object of
cts per plate and housekeeping 25 cts„
every
effort to
guarantee
9
they
aiding the post while
will
to
all,
enjoyment
perfect
and
order,
good
promote
dancers.
to
all
occasion
this
commend
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SIGHTS'

OF THE TIMES

In Southern Utah, there's a sign along a desolate
stretch of highway near an Indian village that reads ~
WKOOTGi INDIANS CEASING BUFS&LO HAVE RIGHT OF WAY, In
Key West, Fla., the El Pasaje Restaurant distributed
cards reading * LOCAL PEOPLE! AS WELL AS TOURIST ARE COR
DIALLY INVITED, And a sign in an Atlanta church's Sunday school building - NOISBRY -. FIVE YEARS OF AGE AND
UNDER.
A sign in the window of a second-hand bookshop
in Calif c - K3 BUY OLD FURNITURE AND BOOKS. WE SELL
RARE ANTIQUES

A Florida garage - CARS WASHED, $%, JEEPS DUNKED,
An orchard in New York State - APPLES YOU CAN
$1.50.
1AT IN THE DARK.
JERRY D. mRBk has a barber shop in
Washington, DoC. In Wildwood, N c J e - SPARKS & BYRNES s *
FIRE INSURANCE. BURNHAM & OVEREAKE run a bakery in Newark. N.J, DGOLITTLE and BUMM'a law firm in Germantown,
Pa, A real estate firm in Seattle ~ STEELS and KEEP. In
a cafft at O^den, Iowa - WE DUST OUR PIES EVERY DAY. I.
SOLE is a shoemaker in Brooklyn, N a Y. and O'NEILL and
PRAY manufacture church benches in Chicago. A Detroit
On
barber shop - YOUR HAIRCUT FREE IF WE SPEAK FIRST.
STOPS
OF
SUDDEN
BEWARD
the rear of an automobile
CAPACI
a
OUR
Newark tavern
TEACHING WIFE TO DRIVE. In
IS 76. DON'T TRY TO PROVE YOURS 1 Canadian highway sign?
CROSSROADS AHEAD. BETTER HUMOR THEMl
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CONUNDRUMS
What
only
What
What

is it that
goes all around the house and
one track? A wheelbarrow.
time makes everyone glad? Fortune
is covered and yet seen? A book.

makes

What increases in vallas when it turns upside down? The
figure 60
What has eyes. and" cannct see? A potato
What has hands and n^ver washes them? A deck.
What has legs and cannot walk? A table or chair
What has pains and does net ache? A window
What is it that occurs once in a minute t twice in a moment, and not once in a" thousand years? The letter M.

Why is E the most unfortunate letter? It is never in
cash, always in debt, and never out of danger*
Why is the heart of a tree like a dog's tail? It is far
thest away from the bark.
What is the best kind of butter? A goat*
Why did' they net play bridge on the Ark?

Because Noah
sat on the deck.
How do we know that mesquit-js are religious? First they
sing over you,, then they prey upon ycu»

What is it that always walks with its head" down?*' A nail
in the sole of a shoeo
Why is an egg like a young horse? It is of no* value
until broken 5
<r\o - ^
-

'
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TON6U£
JV^
TWJS"J7*<
Gracious gentle Grata Griffin gaily gathered great
green glow-worms
Helpfnl hopeful Hilda Huston hurriedly hopped happilyhomeward p
Slyly simple Simon Southworth softly soughs 7 sauntering South Sea Spanish sailors »
'&

Blabbering Barbara and Bobbing Bertha break black balloons

*

Bright Betty Beaver brings brilliant bursting baubles
Sixty swiftly seeking squatters silently settled on
sheltered South Sunset Street.
Wee Willie tfinkie will wink wildly when Wills, Williams
willingly winks warningly.
«,

FASH LeiiS
Wet earth toiled
Is good earth spoiled.

Garlic or onions in dust;
Cabbage seedlings in mud.

He who sows thickly gathers thinly;
He who sows thinly gathers thickly.
He who rules too much by the mcon
With crops will net fill his basket socn„

Cornflowers or bac he lor- but tons are used for fortunetelling. Legend has it that a young man carries a cornIS
flower in his pocket all through Valentine's D&jr.
current
his
the flower survives, the ycung man marries
sweetheart; if it dies, he seeks a new love*
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iBVTCE TO A. GHILiD
Go to bed
Stay very
Go to b8d
Grow

wy

lata,
small;

early
tall;

IDL3 THOUGHTS

Some people never get
long enough!
There are people who
ds,y
and pull it out
There are many people
when there isn t any*
*•»

They don't stay there

hemes icko

roll crat the carpet for yon one
from under you the next
who want the benefit cf the doubt

s

Castles in the air are all right until we try to move
into then*
Perserverance As ability to Bticfc to something you're
not stuck on 3
You can t cheese your ancestors 9 but that 3 fair enough
— they probably wou!dn t have chosen you©
-

!
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IQLKSAY
I 1 11 be on the lockout for it*
Been to th store to do sos» tra&in* «;
Better eat your hens when they're too old to lay.
He g s doing for himself 8 since she died a
?

I call it has full as much taste as the other.
That cake's done to a turn?
He can turn a hand to any t bingo

Glean the table and kiss the cook:,
She s some like her Mother
I suppose it s ruleab3.e
:

?

Her house is a regular hur-rs.h s nest«
Living on borrowed time*
She's always been notional c
She"ll go at the dropping of th_ leaves©
f
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When some people were in a. great sweat, 'because delivery wagon horues gnawed the bark off trees ?
united efforts of the conductor and
I'/hen it took the
motorman to hoist on to a trolley car a lady in a hobble skirt?
When you couldn't see the show. on account of the woman
with the big hat?
When you saw a man wearing a, new leather cap you knew
that he was about to buy, an auto?
When ycu caught- your room-mate slicing plug '•tobacco'
with your razor?
When the ladies wore loose front Newmarkets with, fitted backs and- bell* puff .sleeves.?
;\
1

•••

.
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When you went to a dance you wore a white vest and car
ried.a pair of dancing slippers?
When if you swore over the telephone they would take
it out?
When you gave up saving tobacco tags and took up the
collecting of cigar bands?
:

,

When the parlors of the elite would display a vase of
pampas plumes?
When wearing a derby hat at 20 below zero going home
with your girl from a dance you wouldn't put up your
hands to warm your ears even if they fell off?
When every seventh day was " Bible Sunday?"

When you would cook a big mess of onions on stormy
days because company was net likely to come?
When the movies were ground out by hand?
Remember? It really wasn't so long ago.

4$

Odds Jlnd
Lnds Of
3olklore
PWISHMWi ; - Pickpockets and cutpurses
were regular attendants at markets and
fairs in medieval times, and traveled from one city tG
another to take advantage of the crowds on special holidays,, When caught 9 the standard punishment was the loss
of a hand or foot*
1

POPUIAR NAMHE:- J@r many years John and Mary were the
favorite names in our country/ far outranking all other
names.
However in recent years Linda has superseded
Mary in popularity.
The six most frequently found first and last name
combinations are theses Fred Smith 5 Charles Johnson,,
Henry Brown, William Jones 9 Robert /ilSGn a and John Adders on
r

l

SATTL13SH&KS U3$;~ Meriwether Lewis, of the Lewis and
Clark expedition, wrote of giving powdered rattlesnake
rattle to the Indian girl p Sacajawea ? to relieve pais
and hasten the birth of her scu<> The remedy was sugges-

ted by a French-Canadian and proved effective

INDIAN HABTsJSTs- Robert Beverly, writing (1765) of .the
Indians of Virginia, described several festivals or.
feasts, each based on happenings of the season. One
celebrates the return of the wild fowl f and the opening
of their hunting season*
The greatest annual feast is
.

at the time of c cm-gat he ring, a revel lasting several
days of games 9 war-dances 9 and heroic songs.
In their
songs they chant that they have food enough now for the
women and children, and now they hava nothing to d©
"but to go to war, travel 9 8,nd to seek out for New Adventures."
:

WIEB'S VALUES When the-Lewis and Clark party 'was- preparing to start the return trip from the Oregon coast
in 1806 S Meriwether lewis traded a uniform coat for an
Of the trade, he wrote? "It seems that
Indian canoe e
nothing except this coat could indues them to dispose
of a canoe which, in their mode of traffic, is an article of the greatest value, except a wife, with which it
H
is equal .
l

.

H0KS3?- The horse was the hieroglyphic emblem of
pride: therefore the phrase, H to ride a high horse "

HIGH

TOOTHBRUSHES ;- The flowering dogwood was well-known to
They used frayed twigs
the early settlers of America.
for toothbrushes , and William Byrd of Virginia wrote of
using the bark as a medicine for malaria.
•

INDIAN SIMMER .- frontier settlers referred to the. warm
periods in late fall and early winter as Indian summer
because they knew the Indians were likely to leave
their camps and move on to the settlers' cabins to take
what they could find. During cold weather, the settlers
felt safe knowing that the Indians were probably stay-'
ing in their wigwams*

SSCRST WRITING s~ Writing done with alum mixed with water can be read on2>y under running water. Writing with
vinegar, lemon juice, or onion juice becomes visible
only when held before a fire Q
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KITCHEN

CORNER
After you clean your silver, try rubbing it with a piece of cu^lemon,
then wash and dry. It will stay bright
er longer©
It is said that eating candy is a good antidote to seasickness or motion sickness' in a car.
Sprinkle dry baking soda in rubber gloves, to preserve
rubber and keep odors away.

To get chromiumware absolutely brilliant, polish it
with dry baking soda applied with 'a damp sponge.
To remove a splinter s try pressing adhesive tape on the
spot - and yank off. The splinter should come with it.

A dash of

curry powder in cream sauce lends a zestful
flavor
Instead of sliced cheese s sprinkle lots of grated Barmesan on yotir next cheeseburger for a better taste.
For an extra tang in your Roquefort cheese dressing,
add a small amount of buttermildo

Simmer a thick steak in white wine with green and black
olives and gherkins for a pa-late tingler c
If your family isn t thrilled with cubed squash 9 top
with pineapple bits for a better taste.
Perk up your cole slaw by adding whole-kernel corn and
a little pimento for color*
With your next creafe of mushroom soup, add some sauted
onions.
To enhance flavor of chopped steak, add sour cream and
chopped onions to mixture before broi lingo
f
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MINUTE NEBS

The Sastern Co-operative Recreation School v/ill be held
at Geneva Point Center, on Lake Winnipesaukee , N.H*
August 9 to 17 > I969. Further information by vrriting
Fred Newell, Business Manager, 228 Park Forest,
Williamsville, N.Y* 1^221.
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